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Abstract. The notion of an I, code is introduced as a generalization of the customary notion of 
a code. Attention is focused on unary L codes. where the target alphabet consists of one letter 
only. Unary L codes can be identified with such number system5 where the representation is 
unique. Surprisingly many unary morphisms are L codes. Furthermore, even for non-L-codes 
there is only one ‘exceptional length’ We also give a complete classification for the I)inary case. 
1. Introduction 
Any injective morphism 
where the P s are alphabets, can be used as an encoding in the natural way: words 
~9 over C are encoded in the form h (w ). Because of the injectivity of h, decoding 
is always unique. For this reason injective morphisms h (or the sets (h (a ) 1 a E 2)) 
are usually referred to as colYes. (The reader is referred to [2] or [6] for a general 
theory of codes.) Also in classical cryptography (see [ 1,4]) most of the cryptosysterns 
(in fact, context-free or ‘mono-alphabetic systems) are codes in this sense. 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the notion of a code by iterating the 
morphism ‘in the L way’. (For L systems, see [3].) If h”(w) rather than h (w j is 
considered to be the encoding of IV, we can equally well consider h” to be the 
coding morphism and, thus. we have not gained anything as far as the original 
notion is concerned. Therefore, we iterate the morphsim differently in different 
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parts of the word. A natural way to do this is to apply h” to the rzth letter, for each 
ft. Thus abaa is encoded as h(a)hz(b)h3(a)h4(a). (We assume that C=&.) In this 
fashion every word w over C is mapped into a word 6(w), where h’ results from h 
in the way indicated, (Observe that 6 is not a morphis,m.) If 6 is injective, we say 
that h is an L code. 
It turns out that every code is also an L code. On the other hand, many morphisms 
that are not codes are, in fact, L codes. Most typical examples of such morphisms 
are the unary ones: ali values of h are of the form a”, whete a is a fixed letter of 
the alphabet. Apart from the trivial case where the whole alphabet consists of a 
single letter, such unary morphisms are never codes. However, we shall see that 
in most cases unary morphisms are L codes. 
We shall also exhibit a very natural and comprehensive class of unary morphisms, 
all of which are either L codes or else possess ‘an exceptional word length’ t 
such that decocling is always unique except that suffixes of length t require 
special attention. For this class we can also give a complete characterization of L 
codes. 
In general, one can associate to each unary morphism 1~ a number system N(h) 
such that h is an L code if and only if the representation of numbers in N(h) is 
unique. Conversely, from each number system one can go back to the corresponding 
unary morphism. However, the study of unique representations of numbers by 
number systems seems to be a neglected area in number theory. We do not attack 
this general problem in this paper. 
This paper focuses attention on the characterization of L codes, especially unary 
ones, i.e., our main interest is on unique decodability. We hope to be able to return 
to the subject of L codes and some of their variations from the point of view of 
cryptography. This seems promising, especially because of two reasons. Firstly, if 
the morphism is iterated differently in different parts of the plaintext, then the ratio 
between the lengths of a portion of the plaintext and the corresponding portion of 
the cryptotext can vary considerably, which is a very nice cryptographic feature. 
Secondly, unary L codes seem very convenient to use: the encrypted text is a unary 
number which, of course, Carl then be encoded as a binary or decimal number. 
But because different parts of the plaintext contribute differently to this unary 
number, cryptoanalysis might be very difficult. However, we want to emphasize 
that the study concerning applic:ttions to cryptograpliy is still at a preliminary 
St :tgc. 
2. Definitions and preliminary results 
In this paper only knowledge of the very basic notions of language theory is 
required on the part of the reader. If necessary, [S] or [6] can be consulted. 
133 11: 2 * -+X’ be a morphism. E is a finite alphabet.) /z is termed a c*o& if 
thcrc arc IJO two distinct words ~7~ and 1~~ such that II ( w1 ) - !I i w2). 
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Given h, the L-associate h’ of h is defined to be the mapping 6 of E * into C * 
such that 
where the a’s are (not neozssarily distinct) letters of C. For the empty word h, we 
define /L(A) = A. The morphism h is termed an L code if its L-associate is injectike, 
i.e., there are no two distinct words WI and w2 such that 
fqw,) = fT(w2). (1) 
The morphism tz is termed an almost L code if it is not an L code but there is an 
integer t with the property that whenever (1) holds for words ~1 and w2 with 
different initial letters, the.1 at least one of the words w 1 and w2 is of the length t. 
In this case the integer t is referred to as the exceptional length of the almost L 
code Iz. 
Observe that, whenever ~‘1 and w2 satisfy the equation C 1) then, for every W, 
6( WW 1) = 6( w+). This is the reason for assuming that UQ and w2 have different 
initial letters. The decodir g of an L code is always unique. The decoding of an 
almost L code will be discussed below. In the cases considered, whenever &cu I= &Cp 1 
holds for (Y # p, we may w.-ite cy = UW-‘~, p = uwz, where one of the words w I is of 
length t. 
As an example, consider I he classical Caesar cipher It affecting a circular permuta- 
tion of the letters: 
h(a)=b,h(b)=c,...,fz(y)=z,h(z)=a. 
For the L-associate, we obtain for instance 
Kiaaaa) = hcde, 6(dcba j = eeee. 
Clearly, fz is both a code ar d an L code. 
It is obvious that if a morphism fz is either 
(i) erasing, i.e., satisfies /z(n) = A for some a, or else 
(ii) identifying, i.e., satislies fr (a) = fz (6) for some distinct letters a and b, 
then ft is neither a code nor an L code nor an almost L code. Therefore, we assume 
that all morphisms considered in the sequel are non-erasing and non-identifying. 
The following result shows the basic interconnection between codes and L codes. 
Theorem 1. Every code is ~4 n L code but not vice vwsa. 
Proof. Assume that It : ,V * -*C * is a code and that 
where the a’s and b’s are letters. To prove that h is an L i:ode we show th:it a 1 = h I. 
This is indeed sufficient bet use it i.nplies that 
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and the same argument can be repeated. Finally, we must have also m = 12 because, 
otherwise, i( M’ > = A for some w # A, which is impossible since h is non-erasing. 
To show that al = 61, we argue as follows. Consider the words 
w1 = ~&(a~) . v Q V%z,,) and wz = 6J2 (62) - l l Cz “-‘(bn). (3) 
Clearly, 
and thus, by (2), 
hbvl) = h(W2). 
But now (3) and the fact that h is a code imply that a: =&. q 
An example of an L code h which is not a code is given by 
/z(u) =X?, h(h)=u’. 
It is obvious that h is not a code. It is an L code: it gives a representatioil of words 
over {a, h} in the unique 3-adic notation (cf. [5]), whereby a corresponds to the 
digit 3 and b to the digit 2. In the main part of this paper many other examples 
of unary L codes that are not codes will be given. 
A morphism lz : 2 * -, 2 *is termed urzcrr~ if there is a letter 0 E E such that 
h(b)=&, (4) 
for all h in Yr, where the exponent i depends on b. A further classification of unary 
morphisms is obtained by considering the cardinality 1~ of the alphabet 2 and the 
number n such that h(u) = arl where a is the special letter indicated in (4). Thus, 
by an (m, n ) rrnury morphism we mean a unary morphism where the cardinality of 
z‘ equals rn and n is the exponent of the special letter a. 
It is obvious that every ( 1, n ) unary morphism is an L code. It is a!so obvious 
that no (112, 1) unary morphism is an L code, provided m * 2. Therefore, we assume 
that for the (m, n) unary morphisms considered in the sequel we have both 1~2 3 2 
and fa 2 2. The smallest possible case, i.e., the case of (2,2) unary morphisms turnsi 
3. Unary morphisms and number systems 
out to be especially interesting. 
By 3 nllrnber system we me;tn an ordered (V + 1 j-tuple 
consisting of positive integers such that H 2 2, zy -5 1 and UZ, 2 1 for each j = 1, . . . , L‘. 
The number II is referred to as the bcrsv of N. 
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Given a number system N, every nonempty word over the alphabet {ml, . . . , m, } 
represents a positive integer in the natural fashion: the integer represented by 
mikmik _, ’ ’ l mi,, 
equals 
mi& * nk +t?lik_l ’ ilk-l+’ ’ l +mi,. 
The representation accorciing to N is unique if there are no two distinct words 
over the alphabet {ml, . . . , m,) representing the same number. 
Observe chat 0 is not allowed to be among the ‘digits’ mj, Thus, our number 
systems are n-adic rather than n-ary. (Cf., for instance, [5) for a discussion concern- 
ing n-adic numbers.) Observe also that the digits mj may be much larger than n 
and, furthermore, that we are not at all interes,ted in whether or not all positive 
integers are represented by N. (From the point of view of our theory, such a 
requirement would mean ‘hat every text can be the encoded versiolj of some text. 
Whether or not this is the :.ase, is rather immaterial.) 
Given a unary (u, rz) mt,ry(hisrn h: C * + C *, we define the mmchta nwnber 
system by 
N(h)=(n, ‘rzl,. . . ,m,), 
where the HI’S are the exponents of the special letter a in the equations 
where b ranges over C. (Observe that rz must be among the numbers ITQ because 
N is among the letters b in (3.) Conversely, given a number system where F? is 
among the numbers /rlj, we may immediately construct the associated unary (TV 11) 
morphism. 
The following result shows the basic interconnection between L coda and number 
systems. The proof is omittc:d because it is immediate from the definitions. 
Theorem 2. A wary morph ism is an L code if and only if the repwsen tatiiotz wcnrding 
to the associated rtwnber system is Itniqne. 
As far as we know, no algorithms have been presented in the literature for 
determining whether or not the representation according to a given number system 
is unique. We shall end thi!; section with two general rather simple results in this 
direction. 
Proof. Denote by rn the largest among the numbers HZ 1, . . . , IZI~.~ Then, for each 
I-- ’ B 1, every number represented according ta N using j digits (or lest) is less than 
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or equal to 
in(l+n +- ’ l +P). (6) 
On the other hand, there are at least 
(1 +nj” (7) 
different words of length j over the a.lphabet {m 1, . . . , m,}. (Observe that v 2 n + 1.) 
Since for i sufficientlly large the number (7) is greater than the number (6), we 
conclude that the representation according to N cannot be unique. q 
Theorem 4. The representation according to a number system N = (n, m I, . . . , m,) 
is unique if the numblers m,, j = 1, . . . , v, lie in different residue classes module n. 
Proof. Assume that the representation according to N is not unique, i.e., there 
are two words 
representing the same number. Without loss of generality we assume that mio # mj,,. 
(Otherwise, we can omit the last digits and obtain two shorter words representing 
again the same number.j But now if nli,, and mj,, are in different residue classes 
modulo ti then clearly the words (8) cannot represent the same number (since the 
numbers would be incongruent module IZ j. Consequently, two of the numbers mi 
must be in the same residue class. q 
4. Exceptional length 
The main result in this section will bc that every (2, II) unary morphism is an L 
code or an almost L code. We shall also establish some criteria for characterizing 
L codes among the (2, it ‘I unary morphisms. 
Assume that 11: 2”: + C* is a (2, II i unary morphism. Consequently, we may assume 
that 2 = {a, 6) and that 
/rin)=fl” and /r(h) = 0’. 
(By our previous over-all assumptions concerning morphisms, we have 11 2 2, r 2 1 
and II f r. ) If r is not divisible by II, then by Theorems 2 and 4 11 is an L code. 
Consequently. we assume that r is of the form 
r = krl for some k 2 1. 
It turns out to be very co,lvenient to consider k as an rr-ary integer: 
k =k,,+k,rz +k2r:‘t.~ +k,.rt’, ( LO) 
whcrc z- - 0 and each k, satisiies C) 5:: k, -in !I - 1. Of course, the representation (10) 
is unique. provided the convention is made that k, F 0. 
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The following definition will be very important in the sequel. We say that k is 
an L integer (resp. NL integer) with respect to n if the morphism (911, where r = kn, 
is (resp. is not) an L code. Integers that are L integers or NL integers with respect 
to 2 are referred to, briefly, as L integers and NL integers. 
If a morphism (9) is not: an L code, there are words w1 and w7, with different 
initial letters such that 
K(Wl) = ii( 
Such pairs (w 1, w2) are referred to as NL pairs with respect to h. For instanc;t, if 
the pair (baba, a6) is an NL, pair with respect to h, then 
kn +n2+kn3+n” =n +n2+n3+n4+n5+n6. 
We want to emphasize that our definition of & follows the customary convention 
of reading words from left -0 right. Consequently, in NL pairs the beginning of the 
word corresponds to the smaller part of the number, contrary to the notation in 
number systems. 
Lemma 1. If in the represertation (IO) we have k& 1, then k is arl L integer with 
respect to 11. 
Proof. Assume that k is a I NL integer with respect to n. Let (wl, ~2) be an NL 
pair with respect to h. We know that w1 and CQ begin with different letters a and 
h. Hence, we obtain an equation of the form 
whtre each of the coefficients cy and p equals either IZ or krz. Dividing this equation 
by fz we see that k = 1 (mocl n ), which shows that k(, = 1. Cl 
By Lemma 1, we assume that k is of the form 
where v and the numbers k, are as before. 
Lemma 2. Assume that k i.: an irztqer of the form (10)’ where ii 1 # 0. Thw k is au 
NL irztegcr with respect to n :/’ md only if 
Proof. If k is of the form 11) then clearly (6, LI ‘~*‘) constitutes an NL pair with 
respect to tz and, consequertly, k is an NL integer with respect to n. 
Conversely, assume t!lat ii of the form (lo)‘, where k I f 0, is an NL integer. Let 
(I~Q, w) be an NL pair wit I respect to tz. We may assume that u’ 1 begins with N 
and FV? v rth 6. 
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Recall that 6(wl) = 6( ~7~) = a i for some i. In the natural way, we may speak of 
the contribution of each i ldividual letter in w 1 and w2 to the number i. We also 
assume that the number I is written in the n-ary notation. 
If w2 # 6 (i.e., the length iwzl> 1) then the coefficient of rz* in i, computed from 
~2, equals k 1 + 1. This follows because the contribution of the first letter b to this 
coefficitnt equals kl and that of the second letters (independently of whether the 
second letter is a or b) equals 1. The other letters do not contribut-e to this coefficient. 
On the other hand, the coefficient of n * in i, compated from w 1, equals 1. {This 
follows because the contribution of the first letter R to this coeficient equals 0, and 
thaz of the second letter equals 1. The possibility Iw II = 1 is immediately ruled out.) 
Bllt by our assumption kl # 0 and, hence, 
k,+l#l. 
rhis contradiction shows that ~‘2 = b. 
Thus, we have on the basis of wz: 
This implies that w i must be of the form CI’. Otherwise, i computed on the basis 
of IV I will be too large. Therefore, i computed on the basis of 1%’ ! equals 
This is possible only if (11) holds with i = c + 1. r] 
The proof of Lemma 2 shows that if k 1 f 0 and k still is an NL integer with 
respect to rz, then necessarily one of the words is of length 1 in each NL pair. Our 
next result, the ‘lemma of exceptional length’ shows that this holds true in general, 
with 1 replaced by t, the index of the second nonzero coefficient in k. 
Proof. Since: k is an NL integer with respect to 11, there must be an NL pair (~1, rz*-1 
with respect to II. As before, we may assume without loss of generality that WI 
begins with I( and \v7 begins with ;I. We use again the equation 
,r( \%’ 1 1 - h 11’2 ) = II I, 
where we represent i as an rz-ary integer. 
Assume first that both of the words iv1 and ~2 are of length X. Then the 
c4)efScient of 11’ +’ in i computed from w 1 (resp. from W) equals 1 (resp. k, -+ 1 j. 
This follows from ( 12) by exactly the same argument we used in the proof of the 
previous l<mrna. Howcvcr, this is impossible because, by our assumption, k- + I f 1. 
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Consequently, at least one of the words ~‘1 and ~2 is of length it. If one of 
them is of length t, we ha~ie completed the proof. Otherwise, the shorter one of 
them, say fi, is of length s ct. (If the words are of the same length, we chotise M’, 
to be either one of them. Observe that we cannoi Lay whether ttt equals u’l or MJ~ 
because we do not know whether the short wQrd begins with a or 6.) 
Clearly, the coefficient elf n ‘, in i computed from I+ must be 0. Consider the 
other of the words w1 and w2,, call it 6. The word G cannot be of the same-length 
as E because, if it were, $1 and 6 would hake the same last letters. (Otherwise, 
the contribution of the one having b as the lasi: letter is larger.) By erasing the last 
letters, we obtain now a new NL pair. By repeating the same argument, we reach 
finally the contradictory conclusion WI = ~2. 
Consequently, I@1 # $01. By the choice of tij, this implies that 
Since s + 15 t, the coefficit:nt of II ‘+I computed from G equals 1. (Observe that 
only the first term from (12:) can contribute to this coefficient: even if b is the first 
letter, the second term ;;ives already k,n r-e’ .) This is a contradiction since, by our 
prt:vious conclusion, the same coefficient computed from iii equals 0. 
Therefore, one of the wo:-ds w 1 and w2 is of length t. (In fact, the above argumenrt 
shows that it must be the short one, and that the other one is strictly longer. This 
conclusion will be used also in the sequel.) Thus, t is the exceptional length of h. a 
If the exceptional length fbr h is t s 1, the word lengths in an NL. pair are t and 
t + II, for some u 2 1. The number LI may be arbitrarily large for a fixed 1. Even if 
k is fixed (which of course determines t by ( 12)), there may still be several values 
of II. For instance, let FZ = 1! and k = 9 = 1+ 2’. Consequently, t = 3. Now each of 
the pairs 
(6’, nc’), (ba’, a”), (aba, ba”), (a”6, b’n’) 
constitutes an NL pair for 12. Of course, the shorter word is always of the exceptional 
length 3. Suppose the convention is made that no messages of the exceptional 
length are encoded. When decoding a ” we know that the result cannot be a”6. 
Therefore, it must be 6% ‘. 
We are now ready for ou+ main result. 
h(a) = a”, h(6) = a’., n~2,r-~l,r#tr, (13) 
is cittw an L code or an ah ost L code. 
Proof. We may assume that r is of the form r = krt, where k is of the form (IO)‘. 
Otherwise, h is an L code by Theorem 4 and Lemma 1. We can also assume that 
k # 1 because, otherwise, the assumption r f II is violated. 
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Consequently, k is of the form (12), for some t 2 1. Lemma 3 now implies that 
h is an almost L code. Cl 
Clearly, our results show that it is decidable whether or not a given morphism 
(13) is an L code. Better than that, we may start with any morphism (13) and 
immediately (and very easily!) compute the number t that might be the exceptional 
length. When encoding messages, we apply some precaution such as divide the 
message into segments horter than t, or end every message with a’. In this way, 
the decoding can be made unique, and every morphism (13) can be used as an L code! 
We have shown that every (2, n) unary morphism is an L code or an almost L 
code. This result does not carry over to (3, n ) unary morphisms. For instance, for 
the morphism 
h(a)=& h (6) = a ‘(‘, h(c)=& 
we have 
for every word w. However, even in this case in the ‘NL pair’ (saw, bcw) the 
difference between the two words is rather easily characterized. In a forthcoming 
paper we hope to be able to extend Lemma 3 to the general case. 
5. Further results about L codes and L integers 
We shall first establish a sufficient condition for an integer to he an NL integer 
with respect to /I. 
Theorem 6. Ewry itztcgyr k of t/w form 
k = 1 +tl[ +,I”‘; +,lf’21 +. . . +,If+c”, 
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Exactly the same value: of i is obtained from the second word in (14) (resp. (14)‘). 
Thus, (14) (resp. (14)‘) constitutes an NL pair. q 
I h(; converse of Theorem 6 does not hold true: there are also other NL integers 
with respect to n. For instance, k = 1 + 2 . 32 is an NL integer with respect to 3, 
the pair (a6,ba “) being an NL pair. The exceptional length is of course 2. This 
type of an example does not work for the case n = 2 because the coefficients in the 
representation of k equal either 0 or 1. However, we shall see in the next section 
that Theorem 6 is not exhaustive in the case n = 2 either. It is exhaustive in the 
case of Lemma 2. The following result is an extension of Lemma 2 to the ‘quadratic’ 
case. 
Lemma 4. An integer h of the fortrt K = l-1.. n 2 -I- P, ?yhere P contains terms of deg yee 
a3 (if any ), is an NL i,lteger with respect IO n if and only if k is of one of the forms 
k = I+n’+n’+. . .+a’*’ (js0) (15) 
or 
k = l+n2+n4+. . .+nZtzi ti ~0). (16) 
Proof. Clearly integers of the forms (15) and (16) are NL inteh ers with respect to 
II. Conversely, assume lhat k is an NL integer with respect to I . Consider an NL 
pair with respect to h. By Lemma 3, the shorter word in this pa;, 1s ot lel.Zth 3. 
Hence, the possibilities for the shorter word are ha, 66 and a6. (The word aa is 
clearly impossible.) 
If ba is the shorter word, the longer word begins with a and cannot have 
occurrences of 6 anywhz-e else either. (An occurrence of 6 after the first position 
will give too large a co rtribution.) Thus, the longer word is of the Form a I’. The 
contributions of the two words are 
11 + n3 + nP + n ’ = n + n 2+. . * -+ n l(. 
This is possible only if k is of the form (15). 
Let 66 be the shorter word. In this case the longer word is either a5a” -2 or a”. 
If the former alternative is satisfied, we obtain again by comparing the contributions 
Hencct, 
showing that (15) holds. A similar calculation shows that ( 16) holds if the longer 
word is a “. 
Finally, let a6 be the shorter word. The longer word must be in this case of the 
form 6a I(-- * . Comparing i:he contributions, we obtain now 
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This is possible only if n = 2, otherwise, the terms of degree 3 do not coincide. For 
n = 2, we obtain 
p=y+. . .+2-l, 
showing that (IS) is satisfied. is] 
In the following table we list the ‘L properties’ of all odd integers ~100. (Even 
integers are all L integers; 1 is excluded by definition.) The table is obtained by 
L,emmas 2-4 and Theorem 6; the only exception being the number 89, which can 
be settled by a direct computation. A short word in an NL pair is listed such that 
the corresponding long word !s of the form a”. 
- 
k LorNL 
- . . _ 
exceptional 
length word 
3=1+2 
5=1+2? 
7=1+2+2’ 
9=1+2’ 
11=1+2+21 
13= 1+2*4 
1s = 1 +2+2”+21 
17=1+2’ 
19=1-c2+2’ 
21 = I+ 2*+p 
23 = 1 +2+22+p 
2.c = 1 +f+2j 
27 = 1+2+-2’+24 
29= 1 +2’+2A++4 
31 z 1+2cp_ry+y 
33; 1+25 
35=1+24 
37= 1+2%2’ 
39= 1+2+2’+2’ 
Jl= I +p+y 
43 = 1+24+2’ 
45= 1 +y+f+y 
-l7= 1+2+2z+2J+25 
39= ] +pq5 
f;l=- 1+2+p+y 
.s3=1++.pcy 
5s = I +2+p+p+y 
57 T 1 -vy+y+y 
59 Y_ 1 +Z+y+p+f 
hlXl+pO _‘*2 %2< 
h3- 1 +24+2q+2’+y 
h5-l+2h 
67=1+2+2’ 
@)E 1 +y?+p 
71 .:. ] t-2 cp+ 2” 
73 - 1 * 2% 2“ 
Nl, 
NL 
NL 
!VI, 
L 
NL 
NL 
NL 
L 
NL 
L 
NL. 
I._ 
NI. 
NL. 
NL 
I_ 
I. 
I. 
NL. 
1_ 
I.. 
1. 
NL 
l_ 
L, 
I. 
NI. 
I_ 
XI. 
Xl_ 
NL. 
L 
1, 
L 
Nl. 
2 ha 
1 b 
1 1111 
7 
3 
A hi) 
3 bn * 
tA1 
tw ’ 
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k L. or NL 
exceptional 
length word 
- 
75=1+2+2’+2’ 
77= l+2’+2’+2h 
79=1+2+22+23+2h 
81= 1 +25+26 
83= 1 +2+24+26 
85=1+2z+24+2h 
87= 1+2+22+24+26 
89= 1 +2X+24+26 
91= 1+2,+2j+2j+y 
93=1+2”+23+24f26 
95=1+2+2”+2”+24+26 
97=1+2”+26 
99= 1+2+2”+2h 
L 
L 
L 
NL 
L 
NL 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
NL 
L 
4 b”a2 
2 6’ 
5 ha’ 
6. Characterization of L integers 
For tz = 2, Theorem 6 gives a pretty good characterization of NL integers. For 
instance, all of the NL ntegers in the previous table are of the form given by 
Theorem 6. However, this characterization is not exhaustive: there are larger NL 
integers not of the form of Theorem 6. For instance, 
k =409= 1+2’+24+27+28 
(resp. k = 1409:= 1+27+2R+21o) 
is an NL integer, an NL r air being 
(bab, a ‘*) (resp. (bab “ab, a 17)). 
The following theorerr gives exhaustive characterization of NL integers (and, 
hence, also of L integers) The condition given is not as simple as that of Theorem 
6 but it is still an easily decidable condition. 
Theorem 7. Evq NL @teger k can be written as k = l+ 2’p, where t 2 1 and p 
divides some integer of the form 2” - I. Conver,qely, for every pair (p, u) such that p 
divides 2” - I and for every sufficiently large t, k = I -I- 2’p is an NL integer. (In fact, 
we may choose every t 2 i,,, where i, is the largest integer satisfying 2’a s (2” - U/p.) 
Proof. Let k be an arbitrary NL integer. Hence, k is an odd number ~3. We write 
k in the form k = I+ 2*~, where t 2 1 and p is odd. From this equation we infer, 
by Lemma 3, that t is the 1:xceptional ength of our morphism h. 
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Consider now an arbitrary NL pair (w 1, w2), where w 1 is the shorter word. We 
know that 
I I Wl =t, lNrzl=t+u forsomeu31. 
Let the letter a (resp. 6) occur in w1 in pos.itions 
h, . ..,L) (resp. il, . . . 9 j,). 
Let the letter a (resp. 6) occur in 14~2 in positions 
(resp. ~1, . . . . , ~6). 
Consequently, 
a+p=t, Y+s = t+u. 
Moreover, since the sets of positions mentoned are disjoint, we obtain 
2” + l . .+2’~~+2”+. . .+2’0 =2’-‘-2, 
2” + * . .+p+p+. . .+p =y4+‘_2* 
(17) 
(18) 
Denoting 
2” + ’ . .+2’- -I, 2”+. . .+2113 = J, 
2’1+. . .+2’7=R, 2”+. .-Q’h=S, 
we obtain by comparing the contributions of 1~1 and ~‘2: 
(1 + 23 )I + J = ( 1 + 2’~ )R S. 
Hence, by (17) and (18), 
2tp(~-R)~2t~“+‘_~r~1~ (19) 
Since all of the exponents i and r are 21 and both sums I and R cannot be 
because 6 must occur somewhere, we conclude that I -R is even. Hence, we may 
divide (19) by 2”’ . The resulting equation shows that p divides 2” - 1. Consequently, 
b is of the form claimed in Theorem 7. 
Conversely, consider an arbitrary pair (,iy, 14) such that 
pci’=2”- 1, (20) 
for some (obviously odd) integer 4. We write 2q in the form 
2~ z2”+. . .+2’0*, l~C-;i,<:-. l <<j,,. 
Choose I 2 i,,. Let jl, . . . ,jB be the positive integers (if any) that are zst and are 
not among the integers il, . . . , i,,. Hence, 1,17) is satisfied. 
We obtain now by (%2(I) 
2’p(2’i+. . ._~2’,*)-1:2r+“+‘-21t’ 
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and hence, by (17), 
(1 + 2’p)(2” + l . .+2%)+@1+. . .+2h+2~+U+Y_.2, 
But this equation shows that 1 + 2’p is an NL integer, the NL pair being immediate 
from the equation: the longer word is a”“, the shorter word is of length t and has 
an occurrence of b in the positions . , 0 
an consider factor = of number - Hence, = + 
Consequently, may any > For values t, construction 
the part the of 7 as 
t k 
3 25 
4 49 
5 97 
6 193 
NL pair 
bab, a7 
baba, a’ 
baba ‘, a’ 
baba 3, J lo 
Observe that, for t = 1 and t = 2, we also get NL integers: 7 and 13. However, to 
get them, we have to use the pair p = 3, u = 2. On the other hand, if we start with 
p = 9 (a factor of 26 - 11 then the values t = 1 and t = 2 do not yield at all NL integers. 
We have considered <above xamples of NL pairs where both words contain 
occurrences of b. However, our last theorem shows that, for any NL integer, we 
can construct an NL pair where the longer word is a power of a. The proof of the 
theorem is immediate, by the latter part of the proof of Theorem 7. In fact, we 
chose R to be the empty sum, which guarantees that b does not occur in the longer 
word. Of course, I and R can also be chosen differently, which gives rise to other 
NL pairs. However, by our basic Lemma 3, the shorter word in the pairs is always 
of length t. 
Theorem 8. For every NL integer, there is an NL pair where the longer word is a 
power of a. 
From the point of view af number systems, Theorem 8 can be interpreted as 
follows. Whenever the representation according to a binary number system (n = 2) 
where 2 is also among the digits is not unique then one ambiguous integer is of 
the form 2” -2. 
7. Conclusion 
1 he notion of an i, code seems to 'be a very promising one, both from the point 
of view of cryptography and as a natural generaliration of the customary notion 
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of a code. Our result concerning the exceptional ength shows that, essentially, 
every unary morphism where the domain alphabet consists of two letters is an L 
code. In a forthcoming contribution, we hope to extend this result to arbitrary 
domain alphabets, as well as to discuss other aspects of L codes 
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